Policy Conference programme

20 June 2019

CHARLEMAGNE
De Gasperi
09.00 ‣ 10.30

RESIDENCE PALACE
Salle Maelbeek

BERLAYMONT

Mansholt

Jenkins

Salle Polak

Salle Passage

10 years of ELENA:
grants to overcome
barriers for
sustainable energy
investments ■

Power systems
with high share
of renewables:
vision and
innovation ■

Supporting
sustainable
bioenergy and
renewable
gas use ■

Strategies for
energy efficient
buildings today
and in 2050 ■

What makes
consumers tick?
Best practices
and tools ■

Game of Grids –
Winter is coming ■

Energy storage
to boost
EU decarbonisation
and
competitiveness ■

Ecodesign and
energy labels:
setting standards for
consumers ■

The Innovation Fund:
driving low-carbon
technologies towards
the market ■

The green revolution
starts at home ■

The road to a 100 %
green and fully
electric transport
system ■

Grids and
communities: value
and new services
for the energy
transition ■

Ocean Energy
for a 100 %
decarbonised energy
system – integrating
ocean energy ■

Challenges
in pathways towards
a 100 % renewable
energy system ■

Corporate sourcing
of renewables: the
case for SMEs and
supply chains ■

Sustainable finance
for energy efficiency,
experience from
markets across
Europe ■

Accelerating
decarbonisation
and clean
energy transition
for 2050 ■

CCS and CCU for
a climate neutral
Europe ■

Transition to smart
and green buildings:
how to scale-up and
mainstream? ■

■ Consumers
■ Smart cities
■ Strategy

■ Buildings
■ Finance
■ Renewables

■ Energy transition
■ Energy systems
■ Energy poverty

Jean Rey

Cinema Room

Walter Hallstein

Cities and industry
cooperation for net
zero emissions ■

Sailing towards
Paris: can shipping
be zero-emission? ■

Cohesion policy
support for the clean
energy transition ■

New Secretariat
of the Platform
for Coal Regions
in Transition ■

Socio-economic
footprint of energy
transition in South
East Europe ■

EPCs: delivering real
energy savings from
EU to local level ■

Shaping
a sustainable
industry: challenges
and solutions ■

Artificial Intelligence
as the enabler of the
Digital Utility ■

Market surveillance:
more capacity
and clarity – more
impact ■

Clean energy for
EU islands’ progress
and prospects ■

Tracking SDG7
Report: progress
toward sustainable
energy ■

Agriculture and
decarbonisation ■

Shaping Europe’s
energy future –
making NECPs
come to life ■

Bridging the way
to the future energy
systems ■

Developing hydrogen
valleys to foster
economic growth
in the European
regions ■

Making Europe’s
energy system cyber
secure ■

Changing role
of gas infrastructure
on the way
to decarbonisation ■

10.30 ‣ 11.00
11.00 ‣ 12.30

12.30 ‣ 14.00
14.00 ‣ 15.30

15.30 ‣ 16.00
16.00 ‣ 17.30

■ Transport
■ Digitalisation
■ Industry
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17:00 ‣ 17:30
Closing Session

#EUSEW19
SHAPING EUROPE’S ENERGY FUTURE

Networking Village programme

20 June 2019

ENERGY FAIR
08:30 ‣ 09:00
09:00 ‣ 12:30

ENERGY TALK
08:30 ‣ 09:00
09:00 ‣ 09:30
09:30 ‣ 10:00

12:30 ‣ 14:00
14:00 ‣ 14:30
14:30 ‣ 15:00
15:00 ‣ 15:30
15:30 ‣ 16:00
16:00 ‣ 16:30
16:30 ‣ 17:00
17:00 ‣ 17:30

Energy Morning • meditation and light yoga
Energy management of the European Commission’s building stock in Brussels ‣ OIB
Shaping Europe’s energy future; what pathway would you choose for the EU to get to net zero –
a sneak peek of EUCALC! ‣ PIK, Climact, SEE Change Net
Energy poverty in Europe: innovation through networking ‣ University of Manchester

ENERGY LAB • 8 project pitches in front of a panel of experts
The power of biogas: an underestimated climate change solution ‣ Scandinavian Biogas Fuels AB
Advanced biofuels from seaweed – macroFuels: turning a vision into reality ‣ MacroFuels
(Horizon 2020 Project)
ETIP SNET Vision 2050: shaping the future low-carbon energy system ‣ European Technology
and Innovation Platform Smart Networks for Energy Transition

Residence Palace

10:00 ‣ 10:30
10:30 ‣ 11:00
11:00 ‣ 12:30
Residence Palace

Energy Morning • meditation and light yoga
Sector coupling: orchestrating the energy networks to decarbonise the
FRP 01
future PLANET ‣ H2020 PLANET project / VaasaETT
flexJET – sustainable jet fuel from flexible waste biomass ‣ ETA-Florence
FRP 02
Renewable Energies
FIThydro: sustainable hydropower in the EU ‣ Technical University of Munich/ FIThydro
FRP 03
Smart Energy Services Locally for a cleaner planet ‣ UDITE - Veolia
FRP 04
The European Technology and Innovation Platform Smart Networks for Energy
FRP 05
Transition (ETIP-SNET) ‣ European Technology and Innovation Platform Smart
Networks for Energy Transition
Energy efficiency as a tool to tackle energy poverty and social issues
FRP 06
‣ Climate Alliance
Energy within the rural territories ‣ European Network for Rural Communities
FRP 07
(Rurener)
Sustainable energy in the language of Generation Z ‣ APPLiA
FRP 08
Flavours of Micro-Cogeneration ‣ COGEN Europe
FRP 09
CROSSBOW Horizon 2020: clean energy across Europe ‣ ETRA I+D
FRP 10
Blue Energy: a sustainable energy resource for the MED area ‣ University of Siena
FRP 11
Clean energy in EU and GCC ‣ EU GCC Clean Energy Technology Network
FRP 12

Investing in the energy efficiency: lessons from technology investors ‣ Astrid Energy
Innovative interregional stakeholder strategy for residential deep renovations in Belgium
‣ VEA (Flemish Energy Agency)
LAUNCHing the marketplace for sustainable energy assets ‣ Joule Assets Europe

12:30 ‣ 14:00

ENERGY FAIR
SUNRISE: solar energy for a circular economy ‣ SUNRISE – Solar Energy for
a Circular Economy
H2020 projects SOGNO & RESERVE: Securing the smart grid for up to
100% renewables
EU projects boosting electrical vehicles’ use and optimisation ‣ CHALLENGE project
and NOEMIX project

FCHAR 01
FCHAR 02

Charlemagne

09:00 ‣ 12:30

FCHAR 03
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